Round 16 deadline for images is Friday
13 May 2022

Image 01 - Dave Greenwood

Title: Semmer Water at Sunset

Camera: Canon 5D mk3
Lens: Canon 24-105 at 35mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 25 seconds
Aperture: f/10
This image of Semmer water was an afternoon shot
in early December, the sun had just dipped below the
far horizon. I was using my Lee ten stop filter on this
occasion to smooth out the water.
Ian Bramwell: This is a good image that shows very well
the effect of using a long exposure on rippled water. The
water is nicely smoothed and ephemeral which looks
good. From a compositional point of view, I would try a
longer focal length, or even a square crop, to make the
two rocks larger in the frame and to miss out the twigs on
the right-hand side.
David Broadhurst: The water is certainly smooth and
the horizon is level but a little sunlight on the hillside
would have been wonderful.
Rick Cowley: Lovely calming shot. I like the water
especially – nice colour and very smooth. Perhaps some
rocks or vegetation in the bottom left of the image could
help balance it up a bit

Phil Dennison: Beautiful serene capture of a lovely scene. Love the mirror like water and the subtle shades of the sunset.
Colin Hubbard: Very well taken but not one for me. I prefer warm orange and red sunsets, this looks very cold which it probably was. The long exposure
eliminates any texture in the water which, as the main subject, means there is little of interest in more than half of the image. The black border gives a needed
frame to the image but one or two pixels looks a bit classier to me.
Ian Loughlin: Beautiful tranquil colours and scene.
Stefan Pankow: Lovely tranquil image. I like the muted colours. I think foreground could be cropped off as there is nothing to focus on/
Geoff Pogson: Love the way the evening light draws you into the picture then allows your eye to wander back and forth picking up the wider detail.
Andy Spencer: The 10 stopper creates and vey tranquil scene. The colours are very soft and pastally (is that a word?) Would taking an inch off the bottom to
create a more panoramic view improve it. Not much happening in the bottom third of the picture.
Leo Turner: I would have liked to see more sky and less water by stretching the vertical from the bottom which would bring the stones into a better position.

Image 02 - Andy Spencer

Title: Singing Ringing Tree
Camera: Nikon Z6
Lens: Nikon 70-200 S line 2.8 at 170mm
ISO 100
Shutter Speed 1/200
Aperture 2.8
This was taken last November on a cold evening,
one of three I took on the same night. The others
were one at sunset with a more foreboding sky and
one where the SRT was sandwiched between Jupiter
and Venus. This one was in the golden hour hence
the nice glow on the metal pipes. I shot at 2.8 to get a
shallow depth of field to blur the foreground and
background to make the SRT more prominent. I know
it's been done to death but there is always a different
take on a heavily photographed subject.

Ian Bramwell: The use of a large aperture and therefore
a shallow depth of field works very well in this image.
These types are structures are frequently seen in
photographs which can make it difficult to take a new
and different image. In this case, the orange and teal
colours of the lighting have helped very well as does the
shallow depth of field to create something a little more
interesting.
David Broadhurst: A very different photograph of the SRT it looks almost wooden. I would have removed or darkened the posts at least on the left.
Rick Cowley: We’ve seen oodles of shots of this of course, but I think this is one of the better ones – wonderful warm lighting, good sky and nice lead-in from
the wooden fencing in bottom left and right. Well seen and caught.
Phil Dennison: Lovely, crisp striking image of my personal favourite panopticon. I too love the golden tones you've captured of the pipes which make the SRT
stand out from the sky.
Dave Greenwood: The singing ringing tree always seems to lack interest for me sorry, I have shot it a million times always look, hoping for something else
something different, I always feel its a weird shape for a central composition hence why I say its unbalanced, it looks like an attempt to frame it between two post
has been made to try and add something to help with composition??
Colin Hubbard: I think that this works very well. The orange glow of the sunset is a perfect contrast to the grey/ blue sky and that and the shallow depth of field
make the sculpture pop out of the page.

Ian Loughlin: Great shot of the SRT. Especially like the sun on the metal work against the glowering sky.
Stefan Pankow: Super lighting on the tree. Like the way the fence draws you into the image onto the tree. The sky is also well exposed.
Geoff Pogson: Just ‘stunning’. The light is etherial. Every picture I have of the singing ringing tree looks like a stack of scaffolding poles, this is a thing of
beauty. My favourite image from the submissions.
Leo Turner: I like the light on the tree against the darker sky. The posts on the left draw my eye away from the subject, I would have cloned the right hand posts
to the left side and reduced the height slightly.

Image 03 - Ian Loughlin

Title: Derwent 2 lum
Camera: Fujifilm X-H1
Lens: XF 10 - 24mm at 20mm
ISO: 200
Speed: 1/45
Aperture: f/18
The photo was taken on a very cold November
morning when three of us went to Derwent Water to
capture the sunrise. Despite an early start the actual
sunrise was disappointing but later the mist formed
on the lake and we were all very happy with the shots
we took.

Ian Bramwell: This has the potential of a very nice
composition. The lighting, the colours and the mist are
good, however, I would try to reduce the intensity of the
blue sky. Cropping is sometimes worth considering and,
in this case, I would try cropping out the left-hand side to
remove the tree, just to see if the balance is improved.
The final thing to try would be to remove the branch which
draws the eye too much. One tip when taking a
photograph is to look carefully all around the edges of the frame, just to see if something unnoticed intrudes into the image. Then the image could be
recomposed slightly or failing that the object can often be successfully removed in editing software. These changes are only my opinion, but with a few
adjustments this could be a winning landscape photograph.
David Broadhurst: Not sure about the tree branch. There is a superb picture within the picture with the two persons on the lower right third and trees to the left,
removing the buildings and the branch.
Rick Cowley: A very atmospheric and pleasing shot. Nice autumn colours on the trees and good reflection from the lake. Not sure I like the foliage hanging
down in top right though – would have been better if it we could see it had been attached to a tree – and perhaps the background hillside is a trifle too dark,
especially on the left. What sort of camera is the X-H1, by the way?
Phil Dennison: Gorgeous bronze hues and tones of the trees in the foreground and the reflections stand out beautifully from the background. Love how you've
captured the mist on the water to the right hand side of the image, which makes the white cottage and people on the beach more prominent to the eye.
Dave Greenwood: For me its a nice image but just lacks impact, perhaps the attempt to get as much in frame as possible was counter productive? There is a
mist forming on the water which begs the question why not try and utilize that situation? The overhanging branch is not adding to the image but well seen non
the less.
Colin Hubbard: A very impressive shot. The more I look at it the more I get the impression that it slopes slightly to the left. It may well be an optical illusion but I
think I’d turn it a bit to see if it looks better. The trees are pin sharp and catch the light beautifully and the mist adds a dramatic atmosphere to the shot. The

branch hanging from above is well caught but, for me, is a distraction. It’s easy to clone out and then the image can be rebalanced by cropping from the right to
just past the white house. The trees then lead directly to the walkers in the mist with no other distraction. Well done!
Ian Loughlin: It’s OK I suppose.
Stefan Pankow: Nice shot. The mist makes the shot. Not keen on the branch intruding into the image , it spoils the shot.
Geoff Pogson: Captures a lovely moment in time. Colours and composure top draw and I love the tree branch coming in from the right. Great reminder of a top
day out with my buddies.
Andy Spencer: Another nice lake district scene. Just take a saw to that branch and your on to winner!
Leo Turner: I would have liked the 2 figures nearer to the left side and larger, The overhanging tree branch is a bit distracting.

Image 04 - David Broadhurst

Title: image0 (5)
Camera: Nikon D200
Lens: ?? 18 - 70mm at 46mm Eqv’ 69mm
ISO. 100
Shutter Speed: 1/180
Aperture: f/7.1
Walking along the river bank I came across these
children fishing and couldn’t resist taking a
photograph of them. Their father was supervising
them from the bank but PS and I managed to move
him. Non of the children are identifiable which is a
concern these days. Can you spot the rabbit? Where
do you think their father was on the bank?

Ian Bramwell: I like the subject matter of this image, i.e.,
the children intent on fishing, very much. Therefore, I
would crop the image or use a longer focal length lens to
leave out the sky and the mill chimney. For myself, the
best and most interesting part of the image is roughly the
bottom left-hand quarter. David has done a good job
removing the father from the image but I’m not sure about
a ‘rabbit’.
David Broadhurst: I was about to remove the white clothing on the river bank when l noticed that it almost looked like a rabbit, so l left it in. Dad was sitting on
the large stone high up on the bank. No they didn’t catch any fish.
Rick Cowley: A pleasing and informal image, with the chimney and bathers balancing the view. Perhaps it could have been cropped in from the left a bit. Still
hunting for that bunny. Could do with a better title!
Phil Dennison: Lovey crisp shot of the children fishing in what looks a lovely serene place. My eyes were drawn to the contrasting colour of the clothing and
reflections in the water.
Dave Greenwood: Looks like an image of two halves, we have the children playing in the river, and we have the old mill chimney fighting for dominance? I
think the chimney is winning as its so strongly placed on a third.
Colin Hubbard: This could be a postcard from the 1950s. Very well caught. The triangular shape of the group of children matches perfectly with the slope of the
bank behind them and the reflections are stunning. I’d have been tempted to zoom in and make them a much more prominent part of the image as the
background adds little additional interest. I can see no repetitive patterns in the rest of the image so I’ve no idea where the father was – very well removed. I just
hope he wasn’t floating face down just round the corner. There’s definitely a touch of ‘Nikon Green’ in the image and, just a personal thing, I think that a thick
black line round an image spoils it a bit.

Ian Loughlin: Tells a great story, Have they already caught something or just intent on the chase? I think the father was on the bank just above the clothes
where the two darker spots appear.
Stefan Pankow: Nice image of the children innocently playing. yes i can see the white rabbit near the bucket. Cannot see where the adult was.
Geoff Pogson: Need stronger glasses Dave, see no rabbit or parent. However captures the innocence of youth and just how much fun you can have with your
friends and a cheep fishing net. Reminded me of days out with my little ones when money was tight. Funny how my 3 who are all now adults remember days
like this rather than expensive trips out to Alton Towers etc.
Andy Spencer: Can't see a rabbit on my small laptop screen. A nice capture of the kids. Would a tighter crop help?
Leo Turner: A nice rustic scene, the picture fits the title,( Hardman Mill Fishing Club)( not the title shown) without the chimney it would be meaningless. Well
seen and taken.

Image 05 - Geoff Pogson

Title: Brisca F1 (1)
Camera: Nikon D7000
lens: ?? 24-120 at ??
ISO: Not given
Shutter Speed: 1/250
Aperture: f/8
Taken at Belle View raceway, BRISCA F1 stockcars.
Love motor sports, this was one of those 'walk round
the corner moments'!

Ian Bramwell: There are a few distractions in this
colourful image, these being the very dark blank area at
the top left corner and the houses on the far right. This
could be an instance when moving and trying slightly
different viewpoints may result in an improved
composition.
David Broadhurst: A colourful photograph with plenty of
detail. It might have been better without the large dark
area on the left.
Rick Cowley: An arresting shot! Wasn’t sure what they
were at first. Do they race with those number things on their roofs? Good depth of field and very vibrant colours, with lots of detail to look at.
Phil Dennison: Nicely framed capture of these vibrantly colourful stockcars. I like the way your eye is drawn across the image by the decreasing 'size' of the
cars.
Dave Greenwood: Great record shot of the cars, before they get mangled to bits, good control of depth of field, perhaps just a bit under exposed but well seen
and captured.
Colin Hubbard: I very much like the colour, shapes and clarity of these cars but the black splodge (technical term) top left and the empty ground bottom right
take away the impact. Some form of vignetting may help but I’d be tempted to cut them out and use a different background, perhaps just the first three cars.
There look to be some great photo opportunities here; club trip?
Ian Loughlin: Love the colours and the sweeping line of the roof spoilers. Great use of perspective.
Stefan Pankow: Good record shot. there is nothing to really grab your attention. i think the shot is of the bloke in front of the No. 41
Geoff Pogson: My entry. Many thanks to Colin for helping me navigate through the process of submission. The man has the patience of a saint. [Clearly he
doesn’t know me!-Ed].

Andy Spencer: Nice composition and nice colours on the cars. I assume they we not the same colour afterwards!
Leo Turner: Good colourful shot, I would have preferred the whole car on the left. Not sure what the large purple area is on the left?

Image 06 - Leo Turner

Title: Snowy flurry at Castlefield
Camera: Nikon D3200
Lens: ?? At ??
ISO: 400
Aperture: f/22
Shutter speed: 13 sec Hand held resting against a
lamp post.
This was taken at the Canal Basin at Castlefield,
Manchester, one late night. The snow is very light,
and the chap with the brolly came in handy to give
something to hold your eye. it was actually a colour
shot but so 'monochromish' I decided to make it full
Monochrome.
Ian Bramwell: Whilst each snowflake occurring in nature
is supposed to have its own unique pattern and structure,
I can’t help thinking that with this image Leo has proved
this not to be true. I could be wrong, but some flakes
appear to have quite a few look-alike siblings (or clones)!
Additionally, they appear to have developed the ability to
hover in mid-air for the duration of the 30 second
exposure time. Whatever the origins of the snowflakes,
the image works very well to give the look of a chilly, latenight snowstorm.

David Broadhurst: There are three points of interest the
boats, the man and the illuminated tree. The man and the tree are the most interesting so l might have cropped some of the boat on the left but leaving in the
dark posts.
Rick Cowley: This works very well in monochrome I feel, and looks very winterish – brrr! I agree the person does help make the shot – it wouldn’t have been so
good without him. How did you resist doing your usual PS fiddling about?!
Phil Dennison: Lovely, snowy 'Christmas card' like scene Leo has captured of the canal basin and barges. Love the monochrome treatment which accentuates
the foreground tree and its branches from the background. I'd be interested to know if the brolly man was actually present or borrowed from Leo's round 14
image perhaps?
Dave Greenwood: As always with Leo one starts with looking for the seams LOL. But taking it as straight then its a good shot, the mono conversion works
well. Just waiting for Leo to tell me it was bright sunny Day on the costa del sol.

Colin Hubbard: Let’s not forget that the deadline for this image was 1st April! Over all a well balanced image that works exceptionally well in mono. However. If
the shutter speed really was 13 seconds had the man frozen to the spot and wouldn’t the snowflakes show some vertical movement rather than a blur? Very well
put together Leo but I suspect it’s one of your excellent creations.
Ian Loughlin: I’m guessing the chap with the brolly wasn’t in the original shot? Like the snow effect and composition.
Stefan Pankow: Like it. Very atmospheric image, the lamps are too bright and drew mike attention to them and away from the rest of the image.
Geoff Pogson: Love monochrome and good call to take this image in that direction. My complement is it made me shiver!!!!
Andy Spencer: A lovely wintery scene. A very long exposure for handheld the guy with the brolly must of been very still! Is there a little too much snow blurring
the photo slightly?

Image 07 - Phil Dennison

Title: Flight of the bumble bee
Camera: Nikon D5300
Lens: Af-s Nikkor 18-55mm at ??
ISO: 50
Shutter speed: 1/120
Aperture: f/1.8
This is one of my favourite captures of a favourite
subject. I love bees, being a born and bred
Mancunian and am fond of a bit of
macrophotography too. This image was taken back
during lockdown, in my Loveclough back garden in
August 2020. By my decking area I have a beautiful
Hypericum Tormetosum bush which produces
masses of these delicate pale orange flowers which
seem to attract the bees and I was fortunate to get
quite close in order to take this shot (of many
attempts) of the bee, mid-flight, as it was about to
land on one of the flowers. I love the detail I
managed to capture of the wings mid flight and I
have this shot on a canvass in my garden room. I
have also sold a couple of canvasses of the image to
friends.

Ian Bramwell: Close-up and macro photography
naturally produces a very shallow depth of field due to
the way the lens optics work. To increase the depth of
field, the lens aperture is usually made smaller which
also affects the shutter speed and/or ISO number. For
this image a large aperture of f1.8 has been selected
which will make for a smaller depth of field. This is
evident as some of the flower parts are more in focus
than the bee itself, which appears to be closer to the
camera lens. To have the bee, i.e., the main point of
interest, in sharp focus would be very difficult to achieve
and involve a lot of luck too. So, whilst not perfect, Phil
has done very well to capture this image.

David Broadhurst: I have had problems with bees they don’t keep still long enough. This is a very good in flight attempt but shows how fast a shutter speed is
needed, 1/120 is just not fast enough. Very colourful.
Rick Cowley: A lovely photo, very well composed with some great colours. I suppose the body of the bee is a trifle “soft” (but not the head). I like the flower
colour matching the front of the bee’s body. Well seen and caught!
Dave Greenwood: Good effort at capturing a bee in flight, now i do very little of this kind of thing but when I do say try and photograph birds in flight I am
assured a fast shutter speed or higher iso is better????? This says ISO 50 which is what I would say is landscape aperture? Could a flash have been used to
help freeze the bee in flight in this kind of situation, maybe Andy can say? BU nice shot, even though the flower seems a bit big in frame?
Colin Hubbard: A beautiful shot but nothing is pin sharp. The reason is the relatively slow shutter speed for this type of photography. I would suggest a
minimum of 1/500 which can be achieved by increasing the ISO and a slightly smaller aperture would improve the depth of field. I’m sure Andy could offer more
detailed advice as the club’s guru on such matters. I think I’d also be tempted to crop a little from top and bottom to give a landscape aspect.
Ian Loughlin: Great colour and composition. Really like the detail in the flower and bee.
Stefan Pankow: A well seen image and superbly caught. The bee is captured in just the right place, though it is a little fuzzy
Geoff Pogson: Not tried any macro yet, but this is an inspiration to explore further. Subject close to my heart as I keep honey bees. Will defiantly be trying to get
some shots of my girls once the Bacup winter weather lets them start foraging. Not surprised this is on canvas up on a wall.
Andy Spencer: A good effort to catch the bee in flight. The shutter speed is low so you have motion in the wings. The depth of field is good considering the 1.8
aperture setting.
Leo Turner: A good shot of the bee landing on the flower, I think the flower is a bit too large for the subject which is the bee. I think the shot would have been
better in Landscape rather than square, that would get rid of the distracting white areas at the bottom left.

Image 08 - Rick Cowley

Title: Where the…...is he?
Camera: Canon 760D
Lens: Tamron 16-300mm @ 110mm
ISO: 100
Shutter sped 1/320
Aperture: f/8
Another of my candid bird’s-eye views from the top of
Salamanca cathedral (in Spain), taken with a zoom
lens on a very bright and cold winter’s day with a low
sun giving long deep shadows. I was taken by the
triangular arrangement of these three figures, all
looking very fed-up waiting for the remaining member
of the group to turn up (probably too busy taking
photographs himself!). The lady on the left seems to
be on the phone, possibly trying to locate the missing
party. I used my zoom lens and then cropped the
image to concentrate on the three figures and omit
distracting parts of the scene. I know the paving is
slanted (because of the angle I was shooting from),
but I regret my post-production skills are nowhere
near capable of doing anything about it – and
anyway, you (or at least I) could argue that the
slanting paving lends a certain “dynamism” to the
shot. Well, OK, perhaps not.

Ian Bramwell: This image works well. Images such as this are often produced in monochrome to emphasize the strong contrast and it would be interesting to
see and compare such versions with this example.
David Broadhurst: Everything on the diagonal makes this picture. Lots of texture. Does removing the blue bag help? And would it be better with some detail in
the shadows?
Phil Dennison: Great 'spot' of this scene from the top of the cathedral. I too like the triangular alignment of the 3 people and the long, deep shadows but I'm
glad you didn't straighten the slanted paving as in my mind it'd be a shame to realign the people present and would make the shadows unnatural in my eye.
Dave Greenwood: Very interesting and well seen shot, slants make diagonals and diagonals are a good thing, so no problem in my opinion. Just a couple of
minor things for me, the blue bag?? and the shadow extending out and into the person on the right I just wish they were separated.
Colin Hubbard: I think that Rick is exactly right; without the sloping paving stones the image wouldn’t work anything like as well, particularly as the shadows
slant in the opposite direction. It’s a shame that the man isn’t standing slightly to the left so that his shadow is separate from the woman on the right. Perhaps

Karen should have popped down and shown him where to stand. Nice to see no litter, perhaps the Whitworth linesman and caretaker were on holiday there as
well.
Ian Loughlin: Composition is superb. I particularly like that the figures are “vertical” and every other element is at an angle.
Stefan Pankow: nice image, with a touch of the Chris McGinley, with the woman on the mobile. Don't like the way the mans shadow meets the woman on the
right.
Geoff Pogson: Love people watching especially at a station or airport. This captures a moment in the lives of three people. Looking at he image is a bit like the
start of a story. Who are they? Why are they there? What are they thinking? Etc.
Andy Spencer: An interesting image which works very well with the odd number of people. I don't think the paving is an issue and the shadows are not too
distracting.
Leo Turner: A good shot from this high angle. I like the triangle between the 3 figures. I think the shadow of the central man would be better if it didn’t touch the
3rd person, it would be easy to separate in PS. I don’t think the angle of the paving makes any difference to the shot at all.

Image 09 - Colin Hubbard

Title: Go Ape!

Ian Bramwell: It’s often hard enough to glimpse into Colin’s mind at the best of times, but when
drug influences are involved it’s nigh impossible! Apart from that problem, the image is interesting
enough. Obviously, it is not a photograph in the conventional sense, but it has been expertly
produced (why? One may ask). Seriously though, to produce an image as this involves a lot of
expertise and creativity so well-done Colin.
David Broadhurst: It’s Colin’s specialty again, how does he do it? How can you fault it !
Rick Cowley: Not sure I fully understand the story behind this, but it sure is a most arresting shot.
Whatever you were taking, I’d like some too please! Perhaps the left foreleg of the horse looks a
trifle odd to me. We always get something intriguing from Colin!

Camera: Huawei P20 Pro
Lens: Leica Vario Summilux-H1:1.6-2.4/27-80 ASPH
at 5.6mm
ISO: 50
Shutter speed: 1/934
Aperture: f/1.8
A few weeks ago as I was arriving at Gordon Rigg’s
Garden Centre I noticed a button which I hadn’t seen
before on the car’s clock and date display. Never
resisting the temptation to press a button I did and
the date display began spinning insanely. Turning
into Rigg’s I looked in the rear view mirror and saw
the road disappearing. I jumped out in time to see
Rigg’s building crumble into dust and a great chasm
open up where it had been. All that was left was this
statue, made of some sort everlasting metal. I quickly
took this photo, intuitively realising that I was
somewhere in the distant future where, not only had
our civilisation ceased to exist but so had the next,
leaving this statue as its only record. By now I had
also evolved into a disembodied mind, having no
need for a physical presence, and became aware of
similar beings trying to contact me. “Colin, Colin” they
were quietly calling, “It all went ok, we’re taking you
to the recovery room.” Ah! Back in the land of the
living! I’d been listening to the audio book of Planet of
the Apes in the ward! How the mind works.
A few weeks later I was watching my grand children
on a playground. I took a few photos on my phone
and then, scanning backwards through them, came
across the picture of the ape, just as I’d dreamt it! I
checked the list of audio books but ‘Planet of the
Apes’ wasn’t there, nor, according to Amazon, had
one ever been published. I looked up to see the sun
setting, even though it was morning, and slowly and
inexorably, the playground began to disintegrate into
dust.

Phil Dennison: I too immediately thought of "Planet of the apes" upon seeing the shot before reading your summary and I like the 'post apocalyptic' tone of the
image. Lovely bronze and copper hues in the image are pleasing the eye.
Dave Greenwood: I know our Colin has been undergoing some treatment and I am really glad he is now on the mend, but I think reading his words perhaps
some of his medication might be opiate based LOL. [Tucking in to cold turkey- Ed.]
Colin Hubbard: Some of the nonsense I wrote is actually true. This life size sculpture is at the Walsden Gordon Rigg Garden Centre which I visit from time to
time at the moment as I can have a Covid free coffee and cake at the outdoor café. I send the maid in to buy them. If you have more money than sense you can
buy the sculpture but you’ll need a great deal of sense. I took quite a few photos of it but the background is cluttered with pots, planters and shrubs which ruined
the effect so I cut this one out using the pen tool. The sky is Whitworth, taken from my garden and the ground is an Icelandic grit road with my bicycle wheel and
a pannier cloned out. I’ve put an orange filter over the whole image, the colour being picked from the sky, and used the same colour to give a glow to the
sculpture and colour the ground. I’ve added a slight blur to give some depth of field.
Ian Loughlin: One of the many skills I have yet to develop is making composites. Great colours and texture. Very post apocalyptic!
Stefan Pankow: Wow, Colin's editing skills are legendary. I was enthralled by the epic description, it was like i was also taken to the same moment as Colin.
The image is super and i love it.
Geoff Pogson: Can’t imagine where I would start bringing different digital images together to make a fantasy cameo like this, I just don’t have the skill set. I love
the narrative which I feel enhances the image. You are reading too much H G Wells. [Ray Bradbury actually!-Ed.]
Andy Spencer: Colin's gone full Adrian Lines here. Not for me personally but it's very well done.
Leo Turner: An interesting shot with an interesting story. I think you must be on LSD Colin. Unfortunately the horse appears to be standing on only 2 legs, It’s
liable to fall over!

Image 10 - Stefan Pankow

Title: Cascades
Camera: Nikon Z 6
Lens: NIKKOR Z 24-200mm f/4-6.3 VR at 46mm
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: ¼
Aperture: f/8
had a little trip to calf hay. tried various shutter
speeds, this is the one i liked the best. it was an
overcast day so no nd filters were needed, just used
a polariser

Ian Bramwell: This is another image showing the effects
of using a slow shutter on moving water. This time the
shutter speed is not too slow so that the movement is not
too unnaturally blurred. For myself, the composition
cropping appears slightly out of balance with the left-hand
side looking a little cut off, especially at the higher
waterfall.
David Broadhurst: Thanks Stefan you have convinced
me that the best shutter speed is 1/4 of a second. It looks
like water, not frozen and not milky. Nice colours too.
Rick Cowley: A good waterfall shot with just the right
amount of blurring on the water. Nicely composed too,
with soothing natural colours. Hang it on your wall, Stefan!
Phil Dennison: Great capture of a place I know very well.
I very much like the way you've captured the cascading
water as it plunges into the lower pools as the Brook flows down to the reservoir.
Dave Greenwood: Just enough movement in the water, for a waterfall so that's a relief, I dont mind milky water but waterfalls seem better with some life in
them. Have you ever cropped it in half and say lose the right hand side fall??? Nice shot for a Nikon though.
Colin Hubbard: I know this location very well as there are a number of quiet walks around it and a Covid safe outdoor café. Every time I pass it I think I should
have taken my SLR to get a decent record of it. Too late! I can’t better this one of Stefan’s so I’ll have to think of something else. He’s got the shutter speed just
right, the water looks like water and not milk and yet the slight blur of the falls give an excellent impression of movement. Nikon Green!
Ian Loughlin: I really like a bit of Smokey water. This is just the right amount of blur in the water but every other part of the scene is pin sharp.
Geoff Pogson: Not my favourite shot of the DIC, but tit is the image I spent most time admiring. I love the way the natural beauty of the location is captured.
Wish I had the skills to do this.

Andy Spencer: Shame the light wasn't there as it would of lifted the image. Nice composition and one to re-visit on a better day.
Leo Turner: I like the triple cascades increasing in intensity as come towards the viewer. I think there should be some rocks or something along the bottom of
this picture to stop my feet getting wet. Good take.

Image 11 - Ian Bramwell

Title: Walking on Glass
Camera: Withheld
Lens: Withheld 24 -105 f4 zoom at 28mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/50
Aperture: f/8.0
This image was taken in Manchester Art Gallery,
where access to a new central stairway from an older
part of the building is via a glass floored walkway. It
was intriguing to look up and see people walking
across with their bodies diffused by the opaque glass
floor panel but with the shoe outline well defined.
This a cropped image, with Transform used in
Photoshop to align the supporting framework better.
I rather like the cold, blue-green hue of the image
which I think adds a somewhat mysterious and
sinister atmosphere.

David Broadhurst: Not at all sure about this photograph.
I am sure it’s sharp if Ian has taken it. It’s no real colour,
it’s not square, l doubt the dots will be dirt on the sensor
just don’t know what to say sorry.
Rick Cowley: A most intriguing shot – and a trifle
threatening too! Well composed, and the PS fiddling has
worked well, I feel. Quite an artistic image. (Hope you
didn’t try taking any shots of mini-skirted ladies walking
across – you could get locked up!
Phil Dennison: Really interesting viewpoint looking
upwards to something one wouldn't usually see. I too love
the opaque diffusion of the person overhead and how the
small circles in the glass stand out against the person's
shape from the other circles elsewhere.
Dave Greenwood: This shot can serve as a lesson in being observant for newbies, don't just walk along looking straight ahead, as scenes will develop behind
you, in front of you and below and above you, hence this really interesting composition, one can argue it wont score well in a competition but that's not the point
here, the point is always look around yourself for the shot that is there.
Colin Hubbard: Ian’s obviously worked hard to achieve the perfect symmetry and to good effect. Because of the light toned panels it definitely needed a border
to contain it on the page and, for me, it’s exactly the right width. The staircase is a photographer’s paradise, I can recommend it!

Ian Loughlin: Looks like a scene from Blade Runner or 1984. Very evocative and the muted palate adds to the atmosphere.
Stefan Pankow: A good abstract image , very well seen and well exposed and processed
Geoff Pogson: I think the creativity of BCC members is fantastic. I would imagine a lot of people would not see the potential in a glass floor. For those of you
who have seen the film, it reminds me of the sinister scene in the film ‘Carry On Screaming” just before the murder of the toilet attendant Dan Dan the Toilet
Man. If you have not seen the film you are missing a British Classic. This photo will take on a whole new meaning.
Andy Spencer: Well captured. This could be a Pink Floyd album cover. Reminds me of a Clockwork Orange for some reason even if I haven't seen the film.
Leo Turner: An unusual angle for this shot, almost symmetrical, getting towards an abstract shot. Good shot.

